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WHEN IS C(X) A COHERENT RING?

CHARLES W. NEVILLE

(Communicated by Louis J. Ratliff, Jr.)

Abstract. We prove:   C(X) is coherent if and only if X is basically discon-

nected.

0. Introduction

In this note, we shall give a topological characterization of those spaces X

for which the ring C(X) is coherent. We shall also give a very simple proof of

Brookshear and DeMarco's result on when the ring C(X) is semihereditary.

Of course, C(X) denotes the ring of real valued continuous functions on X,

and C*(X) denotes the ring of bounded functions in C(X). All topological

spaces are assumed to be completely regular. A space X is basically discon-

nected if the closure of every cozero set is again open. The cozero set of a

function f e C(X) is the set coz(f) = {x e X:f(x) ■£ 0} . The closed support

of f is the set supp(/) = clcoz(/). (We shall always denote the closure of

a set A by c\A). Thus X is basically disconnected if and only if the closed

support of every function feC(X) is open.

Basically disconnected spaces often seem very unreasonable, so it is important

to realize that they occur in a very natural algebraic context: A compact space

X is basically disconnected if and only if it is homeomorphic to the Stone space

(space of maximal ideals) of a Boolean cr-algebra [S, 22.4].

All rings are assumed to be commutative with a unit element. For unex-

plained algebraic terminology, the reader should consult either of the books by

Rotman [R, , R2]. (Another excellent reference will be the book by Glaz [Gz],

when it appears.) For unexplained topological terminology, the reader should

consult the book by Gillman and Jerison [GJ].
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1. Brookshear and DeMarco's theorem

The following beautiful theorem is due to Brookshear [BR2] and DeMarco

[DM]:

Theorem 1.1.   C(X) is semihereditary; that is, every finitely generated ideal of

C(X) is projective if and only if X is basically disconnected.

A simple proof can be based on the following standard lemma [ R, , Lemma

4.15].

Lemma 1.2. Let R bearing. An R module A is projective if and only if there

are elements {ak:keK} of A and homomorphisms tpk:A—*R suchthat

(1.2.1) if a e A, <pk(a) = 0 for all but finitely many k ;

(1.2.2) ifaeA,a = iZk(<pk(a))ak.

It follows from the proof in [R,] that if A has a generating set G then

{ak: k e K} may be chosen to equal G . The set {ak: k e K} together with the

homomorphisms <pk is often called a projective basis for A .

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose C(X) is semihereditary. Let feC(X) and

consider the principal ideal I = (f). I is projective, so there exists a projective

basis ax, tpx with ax= f. For any g e C(X), we have the pair of equations

gf=9i(gf)f

9rtgf) = g<Pi{f)

the second equation being true because <px is a C(X) module homomorphism.

We can cancel the right-hand fs in the first equation wherever / / 0. Thus

(px(f) = 1 on the closed support of /, supp(/). (Remember, <px(f) e C(X)

since (px:I —► C(X).) Suppose, to reach a contradiction, that supp(/) is not

open. We shall show that <px is not well defined. Since supp(/) is not open,

there exists x e X ~ supp(/) such that <px(f)(x) ^ 0, and there exist gx and

g2 e C(x) such that gx = g2 on supp(/), but gx(x) / 0 and g2(x) = 0. Then

g{f=g2f, so q>x(gxf) = (px(g2f). However, <px(gxf)(x) ¿ <px(g2f)(x), since

the second of the equations (1.3) shows <px(gxf)(x) ^ 0 and <px(g2f)(x) = 0.

This is a contradiction, so supp(/) is open. Thus the closure of every cozero

set is open, so X is basically disconnected.

Conversely, suppose X is basically disconnected. Let 7 be a finitely gener-

ated ideal. Now I is an F space, so every finitely generated ideal is principal

[GH; GJ, Theorem 14.25]. Thus I = (/). Because X is basically disconnected,

K = supp(/) is clopen, so %k > tne characteristic function of K , is continuous.

Let <px(gf) = gxk , for all g e C(X). Then (ax , <px) = (/, <px) is a projective

basis for 7 , so 7 is projective.    a

From this proof, we have

Corollary 1.4. X is basically disconnected if and only if every principal ideal of

C(X) is projective.
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Brookshear and DeMarco also proved that C(X) is hereditary, that is every

ideal of C(X) is projective, if and only if X if finite and discrete [BR2,

DM], Swan has characterized all finitely generated projective C(X) modules

for compact Hausdorff X : A finitely generated C(X) module is projective if

and only if it is isomorphic to the module T(£.) of all sections of £ over X,

for some vector bundle Ç over X [Sw].

2. When is C(X) a coherent ring?

For rings, the next best thing to being semihereditary is to be coherent. A

ring R is coherent if every finitely generated ideal is finitely presented. This

means that there exists an exact sequence

(2.1) fj-*A:-»F->7-*0,

where F is a finitely generated free R module and K is also finitely generated.

Theorem 2.2.   C(X) is coherent if and only if X is basically disconnected.

Proof. Suppose C(X) is coherent. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1. we consider

a principal ideal I = (f). We have the exact sequence

(2.3) 0-► *-► C(AQ-t / — 0

where <p(g) = fg . 7 is finitely presented. Now the exact sequence (2.3) may

be different from the exact sequence (2.1) with a finitely generated kernel, but it

is an easy corollary of Schanuel's lemma [ R, , Corollary 3.42] that K in (2.3)

is finitely generated. K is particularly easy to describe:

(2.4) K = {ke C(X): coz(k) n supp(/) = 0}

where cos(k) is the cozero set of k . Let kx, ... , k   generate K. Consider

h = \kx\ + ■■■ + \kn\. Since coz(h) n supp(/) = 0, h e K as does \fh. We

claim

(2.5) K = {zc e C(X): \k\ < gh for some g e C(X)}

First, if \k\ < gh then coz(zc) ç coz(h), so k satisfies (2.4) and thus belongs to

K . Conversely, if k e K , then k = gx zc, + ■ ■ • + gnkn with gx, ... , gne C(X),

so \k\ < (Z|g| .)/z. Thus the claim is true. One simple consequence of (2.5)

is that coz(h) = \J{coz(k):k e K} = X ~ supp(/). Another is that since

y/h e K , \fh < gh for some g e C(X). In other words, there exists g e C(X)

such that

(2.6) 1 < g\fh

on coz(h). We claim this shows coz(zz) is closed. Let p e clcoz(/z). Let (xa)

be a net in coz(h) converging to p . By (2.6) and the continuity of g ,

\<\irng(xiA^h^) = g(p)+fh(p)
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so h(p) > 0. Thus p e coz(h). This establishes the claim. Since coz(h) is

closed, supp(/) is open. Hence the closure of every cozero set is open, so X

is basically disconnected.

Conversely, suppose X is basically disconnected. Let 7 be a finitely gener-

ated ideal. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, X is an F space so 7 = (f). Again

we have the exact sequence (2.3). Since X is basically disconnected, supp(/)

is clopen. The characteristic function of supp(/), Xsuppi a > generates K . Thus

K is finitely generated, so 7 is finitely presented.   D

Every semihereditary ring is coherent, since if 7 is a finitely generated projec-

tive ideal the exact sequence (2.1) splits, and thus K is also finitely generated.

Hence we can deduce the lengthy part of Theorem 1.1, that C(X) semiheredi-

tary implies X basically disconnected, from Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 2.2 is surprising for the following reason: As we have just seen, co-

herence is formally weaker than the property of being semihereditary. Usually,

if one considers a class of rings, there are many coherent rings in the class which

are not semihereditary. But for rings of type C(X), a ring is coherent if and

only if it is semihereditary.

Note added in proof. It has come to the attention of the author that one of the

theorems in this paper, C(X) is coherent if and only if X is basically discon-

nected, was discovered for compact spaces by Lawrence G. Brown and Heinrich

Lotz in 1976. The theorem was quoted without proof by W. S. McVoy and L.

A. Rubel in their paper, Coherence of some rings of functions, J. Funct. Anal.

21 (1976), p. 86, where they referenced a private communication from Brown

and Lotz. Lawrence G. Brown has written me that no proof ever appeared in

print.
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